
NICOLAI FRIEDRICH
MAGICAL ENTERTAINMENT



Nicolai Friedrich belongs to the new generation of 
Magicians whose success lies not only with their 
technical equipment, but with an unparalleled and 
remarkable stage presence that amazes the au-
dience.

Nicolai Friedrich not only performs magic tricks on a 
stage, he seems to be a real magician. He captivates 
with his brilliance, charm and comedic talent.

His love of his work is apparent during every mo-
ment of his performance, and is felt by all in his 
audience.

ARTIST ALLSTARS AWARD™ 2010
Artist of the jear | Illusion

2009 — Best mentalist of the world!  
Nicolai Friedrich is awarded best performer in the category »Mental Magic«  

at the »FISM World Championship of Magic in Bejing«.

David Copperfield bought the US-TV-rights
for Nicolai Friedrichs effect »Mona Lisa’s smile«

Winner of the Siegfried & Roy »Sarmoti Award«
in Las Vegas and performances

in the famous »Magic Castle« in Hollywood

Nicolai Friedrich

Awards
Excellence ignites amazement

Style, Charm and Method

With this passion he manages, in a short time, to 
turn even the most skeptic of his critics into an ama-
zed member of audience.

His mixture of visual artistry, fantastic comedy and 
fascinating Mental Magic is one of a kind. A refres-
hing brainteaser combined with so much laughter 
your stomach will hurt, creating a result that is 
guaranteed to blow your mind!

The ease with which he manages to perform his 
inexplicable art, and the amazement he generates 
brings joy to all who see his performances. 



International Cooperations
Allianz, American Express, Audi, Aventis, Axa, Beiersdorf, BASF, BMW, Bridgestone,  

Canon, Commerzbank, Condor, Daimler Chrysler, Danzas, Deutsche Bank, DBV, Deutsche Börse,  
Deutsches Goethe Institut, Edeka, Ferrero, Helaba, Hilti, Hitachi, IBM, IMAX-Kino, Karstadt,  

Kaufhof, Lufthansa,Mannesmann, Mercedes, Merz, Neckermann, Neue Presse, Pfizer, Porsche, Reuters, 
Samsung, Sennheiser, Shell, Siemens, Signal Iduna, Telegate, TUI, VDO, Volkswagen, Volvo 

as well as numerous agencies, banks, law firms.

TV-stations
ARD, ZDF, RTL, Pro 7, Sat 1, Bayern 3, Hessen 3, WDR, ORF

Nicolai’s magic has already enchanted the following celebrities
Michael Schumacher, Bryan Adams, Sky Dumont, Mika Häkkinnen, Otto Waalkes,  

James Rizzi, Marius Müller-Westernhagen, Ulrich Wickert, Veronica Ferres, Michele Hunziker,  
Jürgen von der Lippe, Uwe Kröger, Johannes B. Kerner, Jürgen Prochnow, Stefan Raab,  

Thomas Gottschalk, Jan Josef Liefers, Andrea Sawatzki, Katharina Witt, Dieter Bohlen, …

»Nicolais performance is different and unique. Pure Mentalism!« 
— Uri Geller

»Normally I do not like magic on stage and I did not think anybody  
has a chance but you proofed me wrong.« 

— Thomas Gottschalk

»This guy is great!« 
— Brian Adams

»With slight of hand, charm, entertainment qualities and incredible  
performances you have fascinated our demanding audience. « 

— Hansjörg Cramer, Vorstand Allianz AG

References

Feedback 

The possibility of the impossible

Here is some customer feedback…



Nicolai’s Friedrich/s repertoire contains precisely chosen classical magic tricks, reminiscent of the old 
magicians, as well as new creations which he himself developed and which are not performed by any other 

illusionist in the world. Nicolai Friedrich guides his audience into another world. With apparent effortlessness 
Nicolai Friedrich breaks through the laws of nature. Physical objects float, change their shape, or reappear in 
new and impossible places. Objects take on new meaning, and he is able to read our thoughts.  And the best 

part of all: His audience always plays the main role.

Show
Making the impossible possible



In the past years Nicolai Friedrich has worked 
intensively in the highest most advanced forms of 
mental magic. This special form of magic breaks the 
boundaries of traditional magic, leading his au-
dience to believe in the existence of the paranormal. 
With help and support from psychology, the art of 
suggestion, subliminal messaging, intuition and his 
magical talent Nicolai Friedrich is able to apparently 
get inside the heads of his audience. Not only does 
he appear to read minds, he is able to control and 
influence thoughts. 
 
His audience not only witnesses that which is 
seemingly impossible, they actually participate in 
the experiments as Nicolai Friedrich demonstrates 
his mental powers. It is overpowering to witness not 
only his ability to read minds, but the rare gift to 
look into the future. But a warning, be careful what 
you think around him, as your innermost thoughts 
and deepest desires are not secret from Nicolai 
Friedrich…

Mental
Fascinating the senses!

Magic does not only happen on the big stage. It can also be shown right at the tables, directly under 
the audience’s nose. This is called »Close-up magic« and here you can scrutinously watch Nicolai 
Friedrich’s fingers. With rolled up sleeves Nicolai performs visual magic with everyday objets like 

cards or coins. Moreover he does stunning mind reading experiments as Metal Bending or making a 
borrowed finger ring float in mid air.

The audience is allowed to touch and to control all requisites which he uses. Irrespective of whether 
he is performing slow or fast tricks, the audience is left no chance to work out any of his tricks!

Close up
Too close to ever forget



Nicolai appeared in numerous TV shows here are some Media clips. Make sure to 
turn on the english subtitles. All shows can be performed in english. 

Pro 7
The Next Uri Geller,
Feder mit Sonya Kraus & 
Jürgen Vogel

Pro 7
The Next Uri Geller, 
Schlagzeile und Zeitung  
mit Peymann Amin

ZDF
Johannes B. Kerner,  
Karten

Pro 7
The Next Uri Geller,
Das Lächeln der Mona 
Lisa mit Kati Witt

RTL
Das Supertalent 2012: 
Mentalmagier Nicolai 
Friedrich schaut in die 
Köpfe

RTL
Guten Abend

Pro 7
The Next Uri Geller,
Rendevouz mit Andrea 
Sawatzki

NDR
Nicolai Friedrich zu Gast 
in der NDR Talk Show

ZDF
ZDF WM Studio;  
Vorhersage des Endspiels 
der Fußball WM 2002

Pro 7
The Next Uri Geller,
Foto mit Michaela Mai

ZDF
Johannes B. Kerner,  
Cola Flasche

ARD
Börse live im Ersten, mit 
Frank Lehmann vor der 
Tagesschau um 20Uhr

Media
Amazement of wonder

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC8gbYZ4bIE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6GWvvb5qIs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f11lDqMlgg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uN05FboE0Cs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFzer6c-Jsw
http://www.rtl.de/cms/sendungen/das-supertalent/news/das-supertalent-2012-mentalmagier-nicolai-friedrich-schaut-in-die-koepfe-28e09-6391-22-1321266.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gzWB_uOJHA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1f4kPm4-BeE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SM0PI6R2_5g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDckRonrm8I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nMP7alMw7s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1pK8fXpJKo


Facebook
Discover and join

Nicolai Friedrich’s Official  
Facebook Fansite… 

YouTube
Discover

Nicolai Friedrich’s Official  
YouTube Channel…

www.nicolai-friedrich.de

Contact
Further information can be found at:

https://www.facebook.com/NicolaiFriedrichMentalmagie
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrtogSj82vXZBeGPUWfJr1w/feed

